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CHARACTERISTICS OF LIGHTNING 

PART II - THE DISCHARGE AND ITS RELATIONSHIP TO THUNDERSTORM CHARACTERISTICS 

In PART I (WRTA 86-16) last week, the thunderstorm's electrical field and charge 
separation were addressed. This week, the lightning discharge, the significance 
of positive strikes, and relationships between lightning and thunderstorm 
structure/severity will be discussed. 

THE LIGHTNING DISCHARGE 

As detailed in PART I, positive charge accumulates in the upper portions of the 
thunderstorm, and negative charge concentrates in the lower portions. As the cell 
approaches maturity (Figure 1), an increasing electrical potential develops 
between the cloud base and the positive charge induced in the earth below. 
However, the first breakdown in the potential likely occurs between pockets of 
less charge within the cloud mass. For example, intracloud lightning may develop 
between the negative center and the small positive area in the base, effectively 
transferring even more negative charge to this area. Once the breakdown potential 
of approximately 106V/m is achieved between the cloud base and the earth, a step 
leader is 1aunched from the base of the cloud (Figure 2a). The step leader is a 
core of negatively charged particles which carries the potential of the initiating 
point in the cloud. The step leader movement is fast (2xl05m/s), but not continuous, 
moving in 50-100 meter steps. The brief hesitation may be due to the recharging 
of the tip with charged particles from the base of the cloud. The luminosity of 
this leader is low and usually not visible to the unaided eye. By seeking a path 
of least resistance, it may branch several times. When the main branch of the 
1 eader approaches close to the ground (- SOm), the el ectri ca 1 field is so strong 
that an upward streamer of positive ions is triggered. When this streamer meets 
the leader, the circuit is complete (Figure 2b). The highly luminous return 
stroke, carrying positive charge, shoots up the ionized channel at 5xlo7 m/s, 
attaining temperatures of 3xlo4 C. Negative charge is immediately lowered to the 
ground in the wake of the return stroke. The result is a net negative charge 
lowered to the ground, a negative cloud-to-ground (CG) strike. At this point, the 
ionized channel is at ground potential. Positive streamers, at the top of the 
channel, probe the cloud for additional concentrations of negative charge. If 
found, a dart 1 eader races back down· the ionized channel and another return 
stroke is triggered. Depending on the concentration of negative charge in the 
cloud, several return strokes may occur. The BLM directional finders (OF) count 
each return stroke. The time between return strokes varies from 20 to 200 
milliseconds, sufficiently long that the unaided eye can detect the flicker. The 
most return strokes recorded by a OF is 23 at Cape Canaveral. It should be noted 
that many of the step leaders never complete the circuit with the ground; however, 
they still effectively lower negative charge towards the ground in the ionized 
channel. -~· 

An analogous electrical field also develops between the positively charged upper 
cloud and the upper atmosphere. Owing to the superior conductivity of the upper 
atmosphere (see PART I), this field is usually kept in check by general ion 
cQ.nduction. Occasionally_., howe.ver, lightning has been observed between the top 
ot a hlgh thunderstorm ana the 1onosphete. 
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This year, for the first time, positive strikes will be detected by the BLM DFs, 
and their locations will be made available to the users. Positive strikes, in 
contrast to negative strikes, transfer a net positive charge to the earth. Of 
all the CG strikes, only 2-3% are positive. It should be emphasized that out of 
all lightning strikes involving the ground {positive and negative), over 99% are 
cloud-to-~round·{CG}; only a few are ground-to-cloud. The less than 1% of ground
to-cloud strikes are usually triggered from tall structures such as towers or 
high buildings. 

There are some important differences between negative and positive strikes. It 
is estimated that positive strikes are several times more powerful than negative 
strikes and longer in duration, which has important implications to be discussed 
later. Since CG positive strikes transfer a net positive charge to the ground, 
they usually originate from the upper portions of a cloud where the charge is 
concentrated. Furthermore, since there is an· induced positive charge in the 
ground directly beneath the cloud base, positive strikes often branch to the 
negatively charged earth, away from the thunderstorm base. In contrast to negative 
strikes, positive strikes usually have just one return stroke, but of Jonger 

· duration. Rust et al [1] provides phbto·graphic evidence of continuing current 
after a single return stroke from a positive strike; 

Three s,ituations in which positive strikes will most likely occu.r, according to 
Holle of the Weather Research Program, are explained below. 

1. ·-Positive strikes are frequently observed from thunderstorms which develop 
in a moderate to strong v~rtical wind shear. Ih an analysis of an outbreak 
of thunders~orms with an unUsually high percentage of postive CG strikes, 
Rust, et al, [2] found that the only discriminating parameter was vertical 
wind shear. The thunderstorms which formed in the region of.stronger vertical 
wind shear {850-,JOOmb) ex hi bi ted a much higher percentage of pos1;i ve CG strikes. 

2. Thunderstorms which develop as cold air moves over warm water develop a 
high percentage of positive strikes. This has been observed ,over._the Sea 
of Japan during ,the winter months. An analogous situation may occur in the 
West du.ring spring and fall as very cold upper troughs move inJand over 
relatively warmer ground~ 

3. Positive strikes are most frequently ob§erved during the later stages of a 
thunderstorm as the accumulation of positive charge in the upper portions 
of ~he ~loud extends downstream in the anvil. 

'/ I 

SIGNIFICANCE OF VERTICAL DEVELOPMENT 

Goodman, et al [31, in an analysis of the 3-dimensional locations of lightning 
during the mature stage of a severe thunderstorm in Ok.lahoma, found that the mean 
height of 1 ightning-generated electromagnetic impulses was 6.9km, which corresponded 
to an environmental temperature of -zooc. This was supported by Holle ~nd Maier 
[4 J, who determined relationships between vertical cloud dimensions and CG 1 i ghtni ng 
involving thunderstorms over Florida. CG lightning strikes were coordinated with 
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hourly radar-determined echo height observations (Figure 3). The analysis of 553 
cases revealed that the minimum echo height associated with a CG strike was 7.8 km, 
corresponding to an environmental temperature of -180C. These data were further 
filtered by plotting only those thunderstorms with more than one CG strike 
during a 10-minute interval against echo height (Figure 4}. This graphic clearly 
demonstrates a strong relationship between CG lightning rates and vertical storm 
development. Those thunderstorms with greater than 2 CG strikes/minute had tops 
above 12 km. While it can be argued that there are significant differences between 
Florida thunderstorms and those in the western U.S., the point here is that there 
is an apparent relationship between CG rates and the degree of updraft penetration 
through approximately the -2ooc level. For example, in the northern portions of 
the Western Region during the spring and fall, it's not unusual for migratory 
cold upper troughs (low -2ooc level) to trigger moderate thunderstorms with 
frequent lightning, even though thunderstorm tops average below 6km. 

In an Eastern Region Technical Attachment [5], a correlation was found between 
radar echo tops above the -2QOC level and reported lightning. Most investigators 
believe that the penetration of updrafts through the -2ooc environmental temperature 
is a key threshold in the charge separation process. More research is needed in 
this area; however, it can be hypothesized that as more water is transported 
through the -2ooc isotherm, lightning activity will intensify. If this is the 
case, this transport of water will be dependent upon the strength of the updrafts, 
which in turn, is well-correlated with thunderstorm severity. 

TEMPORAL AND SPATIAL RELATIONSHIPS 

The temporal and spatial relationships of CG strikes have been researched more 
frequently in recent years. It's been observed that negative CG strikes are most 
prevalent during the late development to mature stage of a convective cell and 
are generally concentrated near the updraft core. Positive CG strikes are most 
common during the dissipation stage of a cell and usually originate from the 
upshear or downshear anvil region (Figure 5). Several investigators have found 
correlations between lightning and storm reflectivity and updrafts. Goodman 3 , 
in an analysis of a severe thunderstorm, found that 1 ightning impulses were 
concentrated near the mesocyclone core and zone of high reflectivity, as shown in 
Figure 6. This concentration of impulses decreased as soon as the mesocyclone 
began to decay. Fuquay [6] in a study of positive CG lightning in western Montana~ 
found that positive flashes usual1y occurred during the final 30 minutes of a 
thunderstorm. While intracloud flashes may have occurred with the positive CG 
strikes during this period, negative CG strikes were noticeably absent. Fuquay 
also observed that the positive CG flashes often extend horizonatally away from 
the cloud, before branching to the ground. During 3 summer seasons in western 
Montana, only 3% of the total CG strikes were positive. 

LIGHTNING ACTIVITY AND SEVERE WEATHER 

The relationshi-p between ligh-tning fnteris1ty and severe thunders-torm is muctr m<Jf'F 
dubious. Maier and Krider [7] compared lightning characteristics of Florida air 
mass thunderstorms with severe thunderstorms in Oklahoma, and found the following: 
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Severe thunderstorm CG rates averaged 2-6/minute while the air mass thunder
storms averaged 1/minut~. 

2. CG lightning associated with sever~ thunderstorms was much more organized 
and exhibited tighter clusters, which translated with the storm. 

3. During three Oklahoma thunderstorms which produced tornadoes, CG rates were 
quite low during periods of to.rnadi.c activity, but increased and peaked 
after the torn~does dissipated. This suggests that the.CG lightning data 
has little predictive value for to.rnadic activity. 

Rust, et al [8 J have also compiled characteris~ics comparing 'lightning, in non
severe air mass thunderstorms and severe stonns, (Figure 7}. The 1 i ghtni ng data 
are consistent with those found by Maier above. Mazur .. and Rust [g], in,ari analysis 
of multi celled thunderstorms, found a positive carrel at ion between maXimtiin Hghtni ng 
density and the merging of two cells, a· known indicator of pote'ntial severe 
weather. 

In th~ Western Regionj flash flooding is an important problem during thcitonvective 
season; however, no .,definitive relationships between lightning frequency and 
rainfall have been established. In a few undocumented cases in 1985~ pdst analyses 
of f1 ash flood events carrel a ted well .with negative CG cl uster.s in the Western 
Region. We hbpe to catalogue more of these events during the 1986 s~ason. Another 
important consideration for the Western Region this year is the identific~ton and 
location of positive CG strikes. Since positive strikes are stronger and impact 
away from the heavier rains near the storm center, these strikes are potential 
fire. starters. 

SUfltARY 

In these two technical attachments, information was presented to familiatize the 
forecaster with the characteristics of lightning and recent investigations relating 
lightning to storm structure/severity. There are still many unanswered questions 
which investigators continue to pursue. From the data presented, positive 
co·rrelations have been shown between the degree of lightning activity and vertical 
storm structure, updraft strength/penetration and radar reflectivity. Although 
there is evidence supporting rel~tionships between li~htnirig activity and severe 
weather, it canhot be assumed that observed intense lightning acti~ity implies a 
severe weather event. Particularly in the We~t, intense and spect~cular lightning 
displays often accompany high- based, non-severe thunderstorms. However, well
organized and frequent CG strikes, as displayed on AFOS and alphanumeric-type 
graphics, should alert the forecaster to ,.the possible existence of significant 
convective weather. 

With the new software available to the users this year, offices can define rectangular 
areas and set lightning count threshold values for a 30-minute period. If this 
threshold is exceeded, an alarm will automatically be sent to the office with warning 
responsibility. We encourage all offices to make use of this new tool to identity 
11 hot spots 11 which may be related to significant convection and possibly heavy 
rainfall. 
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FIGURE 1. era. &eetion ~~h very actin cOnvectiOn cell abmrinc temperature, 

vertical air velocity &nd charp dirnibution (alt:er L. B. Loeb, Moden& Plt11ftc.a /f11" Ute 
!ngifWI', p. 330. McGraw-Bill, New York, 1954). 

FIGURE 28 
FIGURE 2A 
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FIGURE 4. Mea1l CG ~ightning rate during the 
10-Min period ce-ntered on the ra.da:r obse:MXZtion 
tW ~ a f101Cticn of the radar-obsel"'Ved echo 
heiglit. St:o1'fu with 0'111 rza.n azoe net pZ.Otted. 

FIGURE 5. SKetch of obse?<ved locations and polal"i:ties of C G flashes from sevel"e 
thi.mdenn:o-,.m s. The s¢:t'aZ denotes the 1-egion of inUnse updroft and l'Otation. Only 
ne~e C G tz,;zshes have been obse"~"Ved in th8 pt"8cipita"tion COJ"e. The +C G fLashes seem 
toe~ only a ve-,ey small pereenta.ge of tM total. flashes to~ (f"'''m Rust tit 
aZ., 1981). 
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FIGURE 7. Ove7'6imp7i.fied depiction of apparrent diffe7'ences betUJeen Ve?"y sma11. 
(''a:i:ftmass", nonset>eN) storms and supereet1, seveN l!f;ortms. Othe1' d:i/fe7'e1lees a7'e Wc.ely 
(/7'Cm Rust lit~ 1981). · 


